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Building critique into the curriculum in teacher education 

 

Abstract 

This paper explores the relation between two areas of primary pre-service teacher 

education: the curriculum and social contexts units. While I draw on data collected 

from course evaluations and from my own experience in teacher eduction, as well as 

setting these within the context of teacher education reports, the focus centres on 

developing effective connections between these two areas of teacher education, and 

subsequently between schools and their community, and between theory and practice.  
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Introduction 

This paper compares the work of lecturers in two areas of pre-service teacher 

education: firstly, the curriculum or methodology units offered in the key learning 

areas in primary eduction, and secondly, the social and education contexts units. 

These units are taught largely because many of the students in pre-service teacher 

education have little real world experience as an adult outside the school system. 

They move from university to school, they complete their four years of study and they 

return to schools to teach. These social contexts units in the history, sociology and 

psychology of education are expected to problematise the production of knowledge 

and learning, and to show pre-service teachers what questions to ask.  

In investigating these two areas of pre-service teacher education, I examine what 

lecturers want to achieve, and the responses of pre-service teachers to their work. To 

do this, I draw on end-of-semester course-evaluations, school practicum reports, and 

anecdotal evidence collected from pre-service teachers. Teacher education reports 

(Commonwealth of Australia, 2007; ACER, 2006, Ramsey, 2000) are used to 

contextualise the experiences that are described throughout this paper.  

While I draw on data collected from course evaluations and from my own experience 

in teacher education, as well as setting these within the context of the above reports, 

the paper represents a philosophical examination of a key relation at work in this 

field. I explore how primary pre-service teacher education programs can negotiate a 

relation between what pre-service teachers want, and what the lecturers want for 

them. A parallel focus here centres on the relation between the social contexts of 

schooling and what goes on in the classroom, or the extent to which the community 

can be weaved into classroom practice. Where is the real world of teaching? Teachers 

of course, position themselves as part of this real world, and criticise universities for 

being disconnected from them (Ramsey, 2000). Given this perceived disconnection, 

how can there be a closer link between the methodology and social contexts units, 

and, between universities and schools; between the theory and practice? 

The positioning of knowledge 

There is a substantial cohort of pre-service teachers who believe that teaching is about 

making learning fun and interesting, and they demand to learn the necessary 

knowledge and practices to enable them to make their classrooms a fun place to be. 
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They learn, whilst doing their practicum that the initiation - response method of 

teaching is the accepted norm, moreover their supervising teachers are often keen to 

point out that the problem-solving methods that they have learnt at university do not 

translate to the real world of teaching. During their practicum, they learn to sit their 

students on the mat in front of them, and like their supervising teacher they initiate, 

explain and model, and then the students repeat what they are taught through endless 

exercises and worksheets. Little is left to the imagination, lessons are highly 

structured and knowledge is constituted as an object to be transmitted from teacher to 

student (Cavanagh and Prescott 2007). Hayes, Mills, Christie and Lingard (2006) in 

their Productive Pedagogies framework take the position that there is a lack of 

intellectual quality in this approach to teaching and learning.  

University teacher-education programs can also lack the same intellectual rigor in the 

presentation of their methodology units. While syllabus knowledge is usually 

presented to pre-service teachers as given, it is also reproduced as polarised and 

dichotomous in the form of debates, lessons which are based on listing the advantages 

and disadvantages of an identified problem, activities where students are expected to 

note the pluses and minuses associated with an action. The concept of positioned 

knowledge remains an anomaly for many pre-service teachers. Hayes et al. (2006, pp. 

43-44) provide an example of how knowledge can be presented as problematic in the 

classroom, and learning is organised around multiple positions rather than 

oppositional or competing ones. 

In New South Wales, a values and quality pedagogy encourages kids to accept a set of 

pre-established values as their own, while teachers are shown how to integrate these 

values into their teaching (Board of Studies, NSW 2007a). There is little hint of any 

pedagogical practice which encourages pre-service teachers to reflect on these values, 

or to recognise that students from different backgrounds may have different ideals. 

Like the model of knowledge transmission described above, values are also 

constituted in the classroom as a way of life to be accepted rather than to be 

examined, debated and critiqued from the point of view of positionality rather than 

nationality (for an example of how to include values teaching in the classroom, see 

Hayes et al. 2006, pp. 51-52).  

Other pre-service teachers, however attempt to present syllabus knowledge as 

produced rather than as found in books, and they do this view teaching as much more 
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complex than making the classroom a fun place to learn. They look for resources 

which do not perpetuate the same stereotypes about gender, race and family, and they 

integrate these into their units of work. They aim for intellectual quality in getting 

students to ask questions as well to answer them and they expect their own students in 

schools to explain and articulate their ideas. These are reflective teachers who want 

their students to learn, and to practice the ideals of social responsibility. But they are 

caught in a similar bind to some of the lecturers in teacher education. What they want 

for their students does not necessarily coincide with what the students themselves 

want from school. These students may seek the routine and structure of the classroom, 

while their pre-service teachers want them to act on their learning in the community. 

These pre-service teachers can easily be drawn back in the confines of the classroom, 

particularly in the context of current literacy and numeracy campaigns. 

Knowledge as problematic 

Pre-service teachers are often learning from their practicum supervisors in schools to 

conceptualise pedagogy as keeping the kids entertained and happy while at university, 

this conception is often reinforced in the methodology units where they can spend 

countless hours working out how to present the material through videos and music, to 

teach text types to a homogenous group of students, while making models and maps 

of the whole school program. This conception of knowledge and learning is 

reinforced when pre-service teachers are expected to reproduce what is in the mind of 

the lecturer without thinking about how these skills and learnings are contextualised 

within and against the everyday world within which we live (Haynes et al., 2006). 

These pre-service teachers are not only learning to reproduce the syllabus, they are 

being trained in a conception of knowledge, and therefore to assume that what they 

require from their university training is more ‘how to’ or methodological knowledge 

while eschewing the need to theorise their everyday practice. This could be built into 

the curriculum units rather than being presented as the work of social contexts. 

They quickly learn what to expect from their university studies and from their school 

practicum. They become successful at jumping through hoops and subsequently pass 

this skill onto their own students in schools through a practice of initiation and 

response. This in turn becomes the model of education: guessing what the teacher 

wants, and keeping him or her happy – two prerequisites for the successful 

transmission of society’s knowledge and values. Teachers in schools, and lecturers at 
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university are often wanting pre-service teachers to learn to think, but only about what 

they already have in mind for them (Cummins, 2003). What they have in mind is 

always limited by the methodological work that they do at university. 

Curriculum units do have a different purpose to the social contexts units, but this 

should not mean that they are presented in a way where they are divorced from the 

community in which they are taught. Like the social context units, they could 

endeavour to highlight the unequal distribution of power, and to illuminate the 

inequities that pervade society, and to render differences visible and audible 

(Cummins, 2003). These differences are often glossed over in the methodology units, 

while they focus on the need to teach the ‘common knowledge, understandings and 

values shared by the population as a whole’ (Board of Studies New South Wales, 

1998). Yet it is assumed that this is possible for the teacher to teach such common 

knowledge, and for the student ‘to appreciate and understand’ Aboriginal art work, 

for example. How a teacher develops the student’s knowledge and understanding is 

not so much a question of teaching well or quality teaching, as it is a problem of the 

epistemological link between language and knowledge. 

Indeed pre-service teachers in their methodology units plan their lessons in order ‘to 

encourage students to appreciate other cultures’….They want their students to 

‘develop an understanding, mutual respect and harmony for others’ (Board of Studies 

New South Wales, 1998). But are such outcomes possible? Because a teacher teaches 

about other cultures, values and attitudes does not suggest that the students will 

change their opinions or become enlightened. The syllabuses in NSW assume this 

position: that if we teach something well enough, that students will come to 

understand and learn. Methodology units often perpetuate this misunderstanding, that 

there is necessary link between knowledge and language. 

Moreover, much of the work of post structuralism (for example, Ellsworth, 1997; 

Foucault, 1979; Derrida, 1978) posited the impossibility of looking from the position 

of another, yet it often remains unquestioned in the methodology units where pre-

service teachers constantly plan units of work which attempt to ‘encourage students 

to take the perspective of others’. The disconnection between these units and the 

work of social and education contexts remains strong in many teacher-education 

institutions. Social contexts units are often seen to be overly theoretical and irrelevant 

to what pre-service teachers need to survive in the real world. Learning and teaching 
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are reduced to the bare necessities where pre-service teachers are taught what to 

teach, and how to teach it, with less emphasis on why they are teaching it and to what 

end (see Munns 2007).  

Learning that has value beyond the school 

The NSW Quality Teaching framework (Department of Education and Training, 

2003) and the Queensland Productive Pedagogies (Hayes et al., 2006) present similar 

ideals for improving classroom practice. Through their research in Queensland 

classrooms, Hayes et al. (2006) identify the following elements of quality classroom 

practice. Firstly, knowledge is produced by the students themselves through inquiry 

methods, and students are not learning to reproduce the teacher’s knowledge. 

Secondly, there is a focus on higher order thinking and hence on the promotion of 

methods of inquiry and problem-based learning. Students are learning to ask their 

own questions rather than learning how to answer those of the teacher, and hence 

there are opportunities for students to escape a scripted class presentation (Hayes et 

al., 2006). Thirdly, students are able to talk at length about their learning (explaining 

and justifying) and through a metalanguage. Fourthly, learning holds personal value 

beyond the school. I have suggested that much of learning at university for pre-

service teachers is decontextualised and thus relies on lecturers engaging students in 

transmission-based learning.  

Pre-service teachers begin to learn in a decontextualised way while on the practicum, 

but they do not realise that their own students in school are having the same 

pedagogical experience as them at university, that is, one where learning is largely 

theoretical and divorced from the real world, the very world that they are so keen to 

replicate, but one from which they remain disconnected. 

They are often being trained in what to expect both at university and in schools, with 

the only alternative pedagogy being presented through social contexts units. Learning 

is based on answering the lecturer’s questions rather than the pre-service teachers 

being encouraged to answer their own, and in so doing they learn to respect and value 

what the lecturer wants and expects.  

Conclusion 

Teacher-centred transmission of information remains the dominant paradigm at 

university as it does in schools in all areas of the curriculum. Like students in schools, 
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pre-service teachers are not encouraged to pursue inquiry methods of learning in the 

main. Indeed the typical classroom contains: 

a lot of teacher talk and a lot of student listening and almost invariably closed 

factual questioning… and predominantly total class instructional configurations 

around traditional activities - all in a virtually affectless environment. It is but a 

short inferential leap to suggest that we are implicitly teaching dependence upon 

authority, linear thinking, social apathy, passive involvement, and hands-off 

learning (Cummins 2003, p. 55).  

Herein lies the failure of the curriculum units to theorise their position, to interpret it, 

and translate it into effective teaching practice. As long as the syllabus continues to 

function only as a metalanguage, our pre-service teachers will continue to head off 

out into schools thinking that they can actually touch the world, and to teach real 

things.  

If pre-service teachers need more practicum days, they most certainly require more 

theory, or at least the opportunity to conceptualise a pedagogy outside transmission-

based models of education. To be able to ask (good) questions about classroom 

practice, and therefore to be a reflective practitioner, these pre-service teachers need 

to learn at university how to ask these questions (see Derrida 2005). But current 

practice in teacher education means that they usually only learn to answer them. They 

already know that the decentred teacher is an important concept, but they also learn 

from their university studies that the lecturer occupies the central position in terms of 

teaching and assessment. We rarely model otherwise. While pre-service teachers are 

content to proceed with models of knowledge production from de Bono, Gardiner and 

Bloom teacher education institutions have yet to situate the concepts of productive 

and quality pedagogies within their real worlds of teaching. 
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